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Promisec Integrity with Endpoint Healthcheck
Ensuring endpoint health through cloud-based cyber detection
Promisec Integrity is the first solution of its
kind, providing enterprises with an affordable,
customizable solution to ensure compliance
and integrity across the entire endpoint environment. The cloud solution offers customers
the same nimble, agentless functionality as our
on-premise offering, Promisec Endpoint Manager , but through a browser interface to enable antivirus validation, unauthorized software
discovery, Microsoft Windows OS and patch validation, and endpoint vulnerability detection.
Critical Endpoint Health Detection through Promisec's Secure, Multitenant Cloud
Designed to meet the unique needs of small-to-medium enterprise environments, Promisec Integrity
leverages the flexibility and scalability of the cloud to offer advanced detection of endpoints at risk.
With Promisec Integrity with Endpoint Healthcheck, clients are able to customize the service execution to meet the changing needs of their business:
Anti-Virus Validation to determine if any endpoints are open to malware and virus attacks
Microsoft Windows Patch Validation to detect outdated patches across all endpoints
Unauthorized Application Detection to determine if, and where, any blacklisted applications are running on your systems
Endpoint Vulnerability Detection to determine vulnerabilities to common applications
Microsoft Windows End of Life Detection to detect if any systems are running out of support life versions of Windows
Create and print customized inspection reports, as well as view previous inspection results
in support of PCI DSS and HIPAA standards
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Simple, yet Powerful
Promisec Integrity with Endpoint
Healthcheck provides advanced
visibility into your endpoint environment with antivirus validation, patch
management validation, unauthorized application checks, endpoint
vulnerability detection and end of life
detection services. Inspections can
be customized to meet the specific
needs of your business.
Actionable Intelligence
With a few simple clicks and within a
matter of moments, the cloud-based
solution is able to determine what
endpoints are compliant, non-compliant and which couldn't be inspected
including for what reasons, according
to your customized service selection.
Each non-compliant endpoint can be
expanded to reveal the issues found.
The Result: 100% Endpoint Integrity with Unprecedented Time to Value
For many organizations, even a basic understanding of the overall health and security posture of
their end points
seems like an impossible task. Big,
cumbersome tools
require the use of
heavy, resource-eating agents, and their
price puts them out
of reach for many of
the small to midsized enterprises.
Promisec Integrity is

the first and only fully agentless, cloud-based solution to deliver a clear “Big Picture” for the health
of end points across your enterprise. Using Integity’s built-in
and ready-to-run Health Check
capababilities, security and
IT operations personnel gain
immediate visibility across all
endpoints to ensure that they
are compliant with regulations
and mandates such as PCI and
HIPAA, and not running software that might introduce risks
to the environment.

Come join the Promisec Integrity Service today. Simply go to: www.promisec.com/registration
About Promisec
Promisec is a pioneer in endpoint visibility and remediation, empowering organizations to avoid threats and disarm attacks that can lead to unwanted headlines and penalties.
Promisec’s technology assures users that their endpoints are secure, audits are clean, regulations are met and vulnerabilities are addressed proactively to ensure the integrity
of enterprise IT. More than 400 globally recognized companies, including Amdocs, Fossil, Teva and Wellpoint, trust in Promisec to stay secure and operationally efficient.
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